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Part 2

VLANs

We now want to segment the network to separate end-user traffic from VOIP
and network management traffic. Each of these segments will be a separate
subnet.

Configure the switches with DATA, VOIP and MGMT VLANs.

VTP (VLAN Trunking Protocol) is a proprietary Cisco technology that allows
for dynamic VLAN provisioning. We will not use it here.

1. Disable VTP by setting it to ‘transparent mode’:

vtp mode transparent

2. Add the VLANs to the VLAN database and give them names to better
identify them:

vlan 64

name DATA

vlan 65

name VOIP

vlan 255

name MGMT

3. Move the IP address to the MGMT vlan (notice the new subnet octet
“255”):

interface vlan 1

no ip address

interface vlan 255

ip address 10.X.255.Y 255.255.255.0

Verify connectivity between switches. Can you ping? What’s missing?

4. Configure trunk ports. Do the following for each port that needs to tag
VLAN frames:

interface FastEthernet1/23

switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q

switchport mode trunk
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Note 1: The Cisco default is to use dot1q encapsulation (rather than the Cisco
proprietary ISL). But we include the dot1q command in the configuration in
any case.

Note 2: Check Figure 1 to see which ports you need to modify. BBX1 and
BBX2 are each connected to a router on Fast1/1. This port also needs to be a
trunk.

Try pinging between switches again. It should work now.

5. Designate 5 edge ports each for DATA and VOIP VLAN access:

On SWX1 and SWX2 only:

interface range Fast1/1 - 5

switchport mode access

switchport access vlan 64

!

interface range Fast1/6 - 10

switchport mode access

switchport access vlan 65

Verify which ports are members or trunks of each vlan:

show vlan id <VLAN ID>

Imagine that there are computers connected to the DATA vlan. Would they be
able to ping the switch? Explain your response.

Verify the Spanning Tree status:

show spanning-tree bridge

Notice the root and bridge priorities on each VLAN (1,64,65,255). Are they the
same?

Note: This is called “Per-VLAN spanning tree”, or PVST. This means that
the switches are creating 4 separate trees, each with its own parameters, status,
calculations, etc. Imagine if you had several hundred VLANs! This is certainly
not ideal. There are better standards, like “Multiple Spanning Tree” (MST),
that allow the administrator to create only the desired number of trees, and map
groups of VLANs to each tree. Unfortunately, this Cisco device does not support
MST.
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VLAN load-balancing with PVST

Your two aggregation switches are each connected to a core router (not shown
in the pictures).

Suppose you wanted to load-balance the traffic from your various VLANs as
they leave your aggregation switches towards your routers? How can you achieve
this?

1. Configure BBX1 as the root switch for VLANs 64,65, and BBX2 as the
root switch for VLAN 255. Also, make each switch a secondary root for
the other VLAN(s):

On BBX1:

spanning-tree vlan 64 priority 12288

spanning-tree vlan 65 priority 12288

spanning-tree vlan 255 priority 16384

On BBX2:

spanning-tree vlan 64 priority 16384

spanning-tree vlan 65 priority 16384

spanning-tree vlan 255 priority 12288

On SWX1 and SWX2, the priorities are the same on every VLAN:

spanning-tree vlan 64 priority 24576

spanning-tree vlan 65 priority 24576

spanning-tree vlan 255 priority 24576

2. Verify that the root switch is the correct one in all cases:

show spanning-tree

STP Extended Features

PortFast

PortFast is a feature that allows end-user stations to be granted instant access
to the L2 network. Instead of starting at the bottom of the Blocking-Listening-
Learning-Forwarding hierarchy of states (30 seconds!), Portfast starts at the
top. The port starts in Forwarding state, and if a loop is detected, STP does
all its calculations and blocks the necessary ports. This feature should only be
applied to ports that connect end-user stations.
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1. Configure end-user ports to be in PortFast mode:

interface range fast1/1 - 10

spanning-tree portfast

BPDUGuard

With PortFast, end-user ports still participate in STP. That means that any-
thing connected to those ports can send BPDUs and participate in (and affect
the status of) the spanning tree calculations. For example, if the device con-
nected to the edge port is configured with a lower bridge priority, it becomes
the root switch and the tree topology becomes suboptimal.

Another useful Cisco feature that avoids this situation is BPDUGuard. At the
reception of BPDUs, the BPDU guard operation disables the port that has
PortFast configured.

1. Enable BPDUGuard on all ports with PortFast enabled:

spanning-tree portfast bpduguard

Port Bundling

We now want more capacity and link redundancy between the aggregation
switches.

1. Configure a Port Channel between BBX1 and BBX2:

interface port-channel 1

description BBX1-BBX2 aggregate link

!

interface range fast1/21 - 22

channel-group 1 mode on

2. Verify the status:

show interface port-channel 1

What capacity do you have now on the new trunk? Hint: Look for the line that
says BW . . . Kbit/sec

3. Disable one of the ports in the bundle.
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interface fast 1/21

shutdown

Is the channel still up?

4. Enable it again:

interface fast 1/21

no shutdown

Note: There is a standard protocol for port bundling. It’s called “LACP” (Link
Aggregation Control Protocol). This particular Cisco device does not support
LACP, so these port channels are actually using a proprietary Cisco protocol
called “EtherChannel”. All modern switches support LACP, so we strongly rec-
ommend using it, instead of any proprietary versions.
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